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Bid Bulletin No. 1 

Reference No.: CEI-GR02-2024 
 

Call for Expression of Interest for the identification of an Implementing partner who will support the 
integration of the project beneficiaries through the provision of the services and implementation of activities 

 
 

Question:  
 
Q: The CEI states that IOM seeks an implementing partner per region / LOT – does an implementing partner 
need to be one organisation, or can it be a consortium of organisations, collaborating to provide the different 
services? 

A: IOM seeks for an Implementing Partner per Region/LOT, that can be a single organization or a 

consortium or association of organizations. 
 
Q: Is it considered to be an added value, if a proposal comprises of a consortium of partners applying for all LOTS 
or can we apply fewer LOTS?  

A: Bidders shall be allowed to quote for one or more LOTs of participation. Evaluation will be conducted 

per LOT of participation. 

 
Q: Do we have to include all Centers when applying for one LOT (for example 3 HELIOS+ Centers in Attica LOT: 
10, or 2 HELIOS+ Centers in Central Macedonia LOT: 3)? 

A: Partial bidding is not allowed within a LOT of participation. Bidders must quote prices for 100% of 

the requested centers specified per LOT of participation. 
 
Q Will the final project submission be made through the OPS platform?  

A: The final project submission will be made through the OPS platform exclusively by IOM.  

 
Q Will each LOT be treated as a separate project «υποέργο» through OPS? 

A: The structure of the project will be determined at a later stage following coordination between IOM 

and the respective Managing Authority. 

 
Q If two partners collaborate within one LOT and this is approved, will 2 separate “sub-projects/υποέργα» be 
submitted through OPS, one for each partner and thus have separate reporting and payment scheme? 

A: The structure of the project will be determined at a later stage following coordination between IOM 

and the respective Managing Authority. IOM will be the sole beneficiary of the funding and exclusively 

responsible for reporting through OPS. 
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